
$739,000 - 105 SETTLERS Way
 

Listing ID: 40370034

$739,000
2 Bedrooms, 1 Bathrooms, 1037
Single Family

105 SETTLERS Way, The Blue Mountains,
Ontario, L9Y0N9

WALK TO THE CHAIR LIFT AT BLUE-
Prime location meets cabin charm. This
private log chalet retreat is nestled into an
intimate, tree-lined community with
breathtaking views of Blue Mountain just
outside your door. Take advantage of quick
access to the slopes with the Toronto Ski
Club just across the road and the heart of
Blue Mountain Village less than 5 minutes
away. This chalet is perfect for four-season
adventurers that enjoy nature just outside
their doorstep with plenty of trail systems
throughout and modern amenities such as
shopping, dining, and entertainment only
minutes away. As you step inside, you’ll be
greeted with plenty of storage for personal
items in the foyer before heading to the
combined living, dining, and open-concept
kitchen space. One-floor living is made
possible with the primary bedroom on the
main floor, steps away from the four-piece
bathroom. Enjoy the authentic Blue
Mountain chalet feel with the wood-burning
fireplace and ski decor throughout. The
kitchen features a large island for cooking
with ease. Upstairs you’ll find a spacious
bedroom that features two single beds for
you to wake up to stunning views of the
mountain. Brand new heating and cooling
system 2022. High-speed internet + Home
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Monitoring (remote video camera, remote
locking/unlocking the door) $130 per
month. Can be taken over or not by the new
owner. This chalet is the ultimate hub for
cozy, nature-inspired living just minutes
from all the action Blue Mountain has to
offer. Only a 12-minute drive to downtown
Collingwood. (id:37775)
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